COIL TAMER PRODUCTS
Made for the Professional

GREEN STUFF
CONCENTRATED ALKALINE BASED LIQUID COIL CLEANER
GREEN STUFF is a blend of high performance alkaline detergents and penetrants designed for heavy duty degreasing and general cleaning of condenser and evaporator coils, fins, electronic cells, permanent filters and other equipment surfaces. GREEN STUFF effectively cleans away grease, dirt, oil, dust, lint, mold, mildew, and algae from cooling system coils. GREEN STUFF is especially effective in cleaning away nicotine and tar residue, and cleaning coils that are exposed to greasy / oily environments. Self rinsing on evaporator coils and it is easy to apply with any low pressure sprayer.

• CONCENTRATED ALKALINE BASED LIQUID COIL CLEANER
• BIODEGRADABLE SURFACTANTS
• FAST ACTING

PINK STUFF
CONCENTRATED ACID BASED LIQUID COIL CLEANER
PINK STUFF is a blend of high performance acid based detergents designed for heavy duty cleaning and brightening of condenser coils, fins and other equipment surfaces. The strong cleaning action and controlled foaming push dirt, lint, grease, mold, mildew, algae and oils out of the coils then - cleans them away. PINK STUFF coil cleaner is very effective on heavy oxidation and oily dirt, yet maintains its easy rinsing qualities and applies easily with any standard low pressure sprayer.

• NONFLAMMABLE
• NON-OILY
• BIODEGRADABLE

EV Coil Max is a powerful coil cleaner in powder form to avoid dangerous liquid spills.

EV Coil Max contains a high performance corrosion inhibitor to help prevent future corrosion of the metals on both evaporator and condenser coils. Its unique form lowers freight costs, and provides long shelf life with minimum storage space. Available in 16 oz. containers; makes one gallon of 6:1 concentrate.

• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
• NO ACIDIC RESIDUE
• FAST ACTING, EASY TO USE & CLEAN UP
• SAFER ALTERNATIVE TO LIQUID COIL CLEANERS
• VIRTUALLY ODORLESS

HEALTHY BRUTE COIL CLEANER
A high performance, heavy duty foaming coil cleaner packaged in a convenient and easy to store aerosol can. This aggressive cleaner quickly and easily liquifies dirt, grease, oil and other hard to remove residue and deposits. Formulated with corrosion inhibitors to help prevent future corrosion. The 360° spray nozzle lets you clean in all those tight, hard to reach areas. For use on both condenser and evaporator coils. Will not harm plastics, metals or surrounding equipment!

• HEAVY DUTY CLEANING POWER
• SELF-RINSING ON EVAPORATOR COILS
• CONTAINS NO OZONE DEPLETERS
• PLEASANT FRAGRANCE

Pleasantly scented solvent spray featuring a blasting aerosol valve system to quickly and easily clean HVAC/R system coils of dirt, grease, and grime. Nonflammable and nonconductive, it is safe on equipment while in operation. COIL BLASTER is a very effective multipurpose super degreasing compound. Coil Blaster is a very effective multipurpose super degreasing compound. For all HVAC/R equipment, automotive parts, electrical equipment, electronic components, anywhere grease and oil removal is needed.

• CONCENTRATED ACID BASED LIQUID COIL CLEANER
• BIODEGRADABLE
• NONCONDUCTIVE

Highside Chemical Products are available through local wholesalers and distributors worldwide.